COOKIE FILES POLICY dated November 4, 2013
The following Policy concerns “cookie” files and is applicable to the internet site www.smartgroschen.com, which is operated by Galena Sp. z
o.o., which has a company seat in Gliwice at the address ul. Świętokrzyska 2 (hereinafter known as: “internet site”).
What are “cookie” files?
“Cookies” should be understood as informational data, specifically text files, stored in the device of the end user and pertaining to internet
usage. Such files allow the identification of the user and the appropriate display of internet sites suited to the user’s preferences. “Cookies”
usually contain the name of the website from which they come, the time at which they were saved on the end user’s device and a unique
number.
What do we use “cookies” for?
“Cookies” are used to match website content to user preferences and optimize internet usage. They are also used to compile anonymous,
aggregated statistics which help to work out how the user utilises the internet site, which allows improvement of structure and content, with
the exception of the user’s personal identification.
Which “cookie” files do we use?
Two types of “cookies” are used – ‘session’ and ‘permanent’. The first of these are temporary files which remain on the device until the
internet page is logged out of or the program (internet browser) is switched off. ‘Permanent’ files remain on the device for a time period
defined in the parameters of the “cookie” files or until they are manually erased by the user.
“Cookie” files used by partners of the internet site’s operator, specifically including internet site users, are covered by their own privacy policy.
Do “cookie” files contain personal data?
Cookie files do not contain personal data.
Deletion of “Cookie” files
Standard programs serving internet browsers set aside a place on the end device for “cookies” as a default. Settings may be changed by
automatically blocking “cookies” in the internet browser settings or by being informed each and every time that cookies are sent to the user’s
device. Detailed information about the properties of cookies is available in the settings of the internet browser.
Management of browser settings
In many cases the program serving the internet browser automatically stores information in the form of cookie files and similar files in the end
user’s device as a default. However, the user can make changes to these settings at any time. Not committing any changes means that the
aforementioned information may be saved and stored on the user’s device and we will likewise be able to store information on the end user’s
device and gain access to such information.
From the level of the user’s internet browser it is possible, for example, to independently manage cookie files. In the most popular browsers it
is possible, among other things, to:
accept the cookie service, which allows the user to fully utilise all options offered by internet pages;
manage cookie files at a singular level chosen by the user;
define settings for different types of cookie files, such as accepting permanent cookies as session cookies and so on;
block or delete cookies.
How to manage settings in the Mozilla Firefox browser
In the “tools” menu choose “options” and then “privacy”. The browser allows you select that you do not want to be tracked at all or to delete
individual cookies from particular sites.
How to manage settings in the Microsoft Internet Explorer browser
In the “tools” menu choose “options” and then “privacy”. You can regulate the general level of privacy with a special slide tool or press
“window” to manage the settings for specific internet services.
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How to manage settings in the Google Chrome browser
In the menu hidden under the three small horizontal lines in the top right corner of the browser, choose “tools” and then “clear browser
data…”. Instead of the possibility to clear cookie files, there is a link to “more information” which leads to a detailed description of the
browser’s privacy functions.
How to manage settings in the Opera browser
The “Opera” button in the top left corner opens the menu. Choose “settings” and then “clear browser history...”. Instead of clearing cookies,
there is a “manage cookies...” button leading to more advanced options for specific sites.
How to manage settings in the Apple Safari browser
In the “Safari” menu choose “preferences” and then “privacy”. You will find several options related to cookie files.
In mobile telephones, tablets and other mobile devices, each device may apply this function in a different way, so we encourage you to
familiarise yourself with the privacy options for you mobile device on your producer’s internet site.
Where can one look for information about internet browser settings?
In-depth information is available in the program settings (of the internet browser). Details for those using specific internet browsers, including:
Internet Explorer
Mozilla Firefox
Chrome
Opera
We would, at the same time, like to inform you that limiting or disabling cookie files, or other similar functions, may influence some
functionality available on our service.
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